Southern Wisconsin Officials Association 24th Annual (1st Annual) Virtual Football Clinic!

**Tuesday, July 28th** - Jeff Stern, Editor of *Referee* magazine
Topic: NFHS New Rules from Current and Recent Years as well as general rules discussion

**Thursday, July 30th** - Kole Knueppel, NCAA D1 Big Ten and Matt Stieber, WIAA and NCAA D3 WIAC
Topic: 2020 NFHS Point of Emphasis: Ineligible Downfield and Line of Scrimmage Formations

**Tuesday, August 4th** - Ted Starck, WIAA and NCAA D3 WIAC and Nick Neds, WIAA and NCAA D3 WIAC
Topic: (intended for 1st and 2nd year officials) Football Officiating 101 - Part 1

**Thursday, August 6th** - Greg Blum, NCAA D1 Big Ten and Dave Jameson, WIAA State Championship crew chief
Topic: 2020 NFHS Point of Emphasis: Intentional Grounding

**Monday, August 10th** - Jim Krogstad, observer/scout/evaluator for Big Ten and former NCAA D1 Big Ten official and Tim Polcyn, WIAA and NCAA WIAC
Topic: To Be Determined

**Thursday, August 13th** - Guest Speaker (TBD) and Paul Antonson, SWOA Lead Football Instructor and WIAA
Topic: Penalty Enforcement and Crew Communication

**Tuesday, August 18th** - Jared Flesch, NCAA D1 Missouri Valley and Jordan Steward, WIAA
Topic: (intended for 1st and 2nd year officials) Football Officiating 101 - Part 2

**Thursday August 20th** - Mike Carr, NFL line of scrimmage official.
Topic is to be determined

The cost will only be $30 per attendee. To reserve a spot please respond to djameson255@gmail.com or swoafb@gmail.com with sessions interested in attending.